The Cold

10,000 words. A grimly funny story of religious war. A hundred and fifty years in the future,
fanatical Evangelical Christians seek to leave the solar system to spread their faith on new
worlds. Militant atheists are fearful of how any extra-terrestrials might react to a creed that
has recently caused a catastrophic nuclear war here on Earth, so they set up laser-wielding
bases on the outer planets. From these bases, the outgoing missionaries are murdered without
mercy. Then, alone on the black and icy waste of Pluto, Nigel one of the grotesque misfits
employed to operate the lasers, begins to believe that he is being watched. But there isnt
another human being for millions of miles...
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A runny nose, scratchy throat, and nonstop sneezing -- you can't miss the signs of a cold. But
mystery shrouds a lot of other things about it. The common cold, also known simply as a cold,
is a viral infectious disease of the upper respiratory tract that primarily affects the nose. The
throat, sinuses, andÂ Signs and symptoms - Cause - Prevention - Management. Stages of cold
are different for everyone. But the timeline of a common cold goes through a life cycle that
lasts 7 to 10 days from first tickle to last cough.
Most people have several colds a year that last a week or two. Learn what to do when you
have a cold in order to handle the situation effectively. Cold versus flu: Because colds and flu
share many symptoms, it can be difficult to tell them apart. Learn the differences between
colds and flu.
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